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Top tips: 
Make sure you wear the same clothes as
you took your last photos in, whether

this is the month or week before! 
 

Make sure you take them after a morning
stool! 

 
Take your photos first thing in the

morning! 
 

they will need to be taken in a well lit
area!

 
Make sure head and feet are visible in

all your photos!
 

you can get someone else to take them
for you but make sure they are taken

straight on and in line with the camera! 



How To Get The Best Quality
Check In Photos...

Place your phone/camera/ipad so
that you are centrally placed in line
with the camera for when you stand
back! (using a stool or chair is very

useful!)
Your head and feet should be visible

in every photo! 

Set your iphone/ipad or camera to
the 10 second self-timer setting!

Make sure your hands and arms are
by your side  i.e do not hold the

camera to take your photos as you
may be asked to re-take them!

Take the photos in a well lit area
such as outside, your kitchen, hallway
or your bathroom (this will depend

on spacing)



Here is a few examples: 

As you can see in
this photo; head

and feet are
clearly visible

from a distance! 
(circled in green)

the photo has
also been taken

in a well lit
area and hasn't
been cropped.



As you can see in
this photo; head and

feet are clearly
visible along with
the photo being

completely straight
& in line with the

body!
(straightness is

shown in a black
line & the green
circles highlight

visibility of head and
feet!)

Here is a few examples: 



Do not crop your photos to size!!
(this prevents us from laying them out

properly and you will have to take
them again!)

Do not take the photos after a workout,
or when you have consumed food and
drink; this is when your muscles are at

their heaviest!
Please refrain from sending photos
that do not have your head and feet

visible otherwise you will have to take
them again!

Avoid holding your device in your hands
to take your photos as this can really

affect the accuracy of comparing
previous photos (this won't be a true

reflection of measuring progress!) 

Dont's

Do not take your photos at an angle-
they must be in a straight line with

your body! 



Do's
Take the photographs in natural
lighting or under a bright light!

Use a self-timer setting and a chair
or stool to balance the device on,

this is so you can stand back and get
in the correct position!

Wear the same clothing for every
check-in photo you take!

Stay in a straight line with yur
device. As a visual aid take a few

practice ones first!

Stay relaxed and have your arms by
your sides!

Remain positive when taking your
photos and do not belittle yourself as

we all start somewhere! 



Example of 2 sets of check in
pictures...

We take pictures this way in the example
shown, so we can accurately compare! it is an

incredible way to measure your progress! 



Your pictures don't need to be perfect,
but we do need them to be to a certain
standard! this enables us to compare

them accurately to measure your
progression!

 
Learn to fall in love with the process,
it isn't fun taking them but it is great

to see how far you have come!
 

taking these photos can be
uncomfortable, however this is the best

method to monitor your progress! 
 

photos are a great tool to document
your journey!

 
If you are struggling please refer to

this guide or get in touch with me and I
can help you further! 

Final Notes



I hope you find
this guide

useful to help
you on every
check-in photo

day!

Love Zo xxx


